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უᇿՕ୮։ࠆԫଡਚࠃΔڇመڶװԫኙॺൄ
ܝႱऱ֛ࡠΔڇԫଡִᅝխΔהଚ֛ࡠକऱ
ئ׀ຟլࢉسԱΔࢬאᘣ֖ࣛړຟ৬ᤜהଚΔԫ
ࡳئ׀ࠄפᐚΔ່ړ౨ᓮࠄऄஃࠐ୮㠪ᜰ۩
ऄᄎΔהଚ౨ᙟףΔࠀࠎ塄Ζڇ࣍طᘣ֖ଚ
ൎՕऱᣠᘧᚘԺՀΔ֜֜༉ኙՁ֛ᎅΚψؚ֚ࣔݺ
ጩᓮԫࠄऄஃࠐ୮㠪ऄᄎΔ܃ᤚ৻ᏖᑌΛωՁ
֛ԫᦫΔৰጹ്༉ᎅԱΚψլ۩Δլ۩Ζ܃ᓮऄஃ
ࠐΔݺଚ್߫ב၄Δຍଡլ౨Ζ࣠ڕΔݺ
ଚࠩהଚऱװֱچΔ༉ઊ್߫၄ԱΖω
֜֜༉ᎅΚψܣړΔ߷ݺଚ༉ࠩॵ२ऱՕᐔװ
ऄᄎΖωՁ֛ᎅΚψլ۩Δլ۩Ζ߷ၴՕᐔڶৰ
נڍ୮ԳΔݺଚऄᄎᏝᙒᄎৰ၆ऱΔݺଚބၴ՛
ᐔΔ່ړਢԫଡԳऱᐔΔᏝᙒᄎঁࡵԫរΖω
รԲ֚Δהଚ༉ࠩ՞ՂΔึ࣍ࠩބԫၴ՛ᐔ
ڶԫଡऄஃऱΔ࣍ਢ༉ᇿ߷ۯऄஃᎅࣔࠐრΔऄ
ஃᎅΚψאױΔאױݺᚥ܃ଚ១ऱऄࠃΖωՁ
್֛ՂംΚψ֟ڍ܃בᙒΛωऄஃᎅΚψຍਢࠎ
塄Δᙟ܃ऱრΔࠎނ܃塄८פڇهᐚᒣ༉ړԱΖω
ຍழΔ֜֜ጹ്چᎅΔψԫჇᙒΔױլאױΛωऄ
ஃᎅΚψᙟঁ܃ΔԫჇᙒՈאױΔլڍՈլ֟Ζω
ຍழଢΔՁ֛ထ֜֜ৰլᘋΔψ֜֜৻Ꮦլᎅ
նߡᙒ༉ജԱΔຍᑌױઊնߡΖωऄஃ༉ᎅΚψৱ
ᄎࠝऄᄎΔਝྥਢ܃ଚऱئ׀Δᨠუהଚ༉ڇ
லᢰΔԫದףຍଡऄᄎΔຍᑌΔהଚթ୲࣐
ࠩటإऱܓ墿ΖωהଚᚨԱΔ࣍ਢऄஃ༉ၲࡨ࢚
πॳᚦॲᆖρΔ࢚۵Ζ܀ਢຍଡՁ᜔֛ਢუࠩΔψ
ଶଶᝑᙑᇩԱΔᚨᇠᝑնߡ༉ړԱΖω
ऄᄎޔ৵Δऄஃ༉ᎅΚψݺଚڇၲࡨಱٻ
פᐚΔפڼאᐚಱٻऄڶൣฒسΖωຍழΔՁ
್֛ՂሂದࠐᎅΚψլ۩Δլ۩Δڶڶ܃ᎅᙑΛ

I

’d like to share a story with all of you now. In the past, there
was a very stingy couple. Unfortunately, within a month,
the parents of both the husband and the wife passed away.
Their relatives and friends suggested that they invite Dharma
Masters to their house to do some ceremonies, so they could
practice and also make offerings to the Triple Jewel. Under
such strong pressure, the wife told her husband, “Tomorrow I
am going to invite some Dharma Masters to our house to do
some ceremonies.” The husband was worried and said, “If we
invite them to our house, we have to pay the transportation
fee. It’s not very economical; let’s go to their place to do the
ceremonies.”
The wife said, “Alright, then tomorrow, we’ll go to the
monastery nearby and do the ceremonies there.” The husband
said, “No, no, let’s not do that. You know that there are many
monks in that monastery; we’ll have to pay a lot for these
ceremonies. Let’s find a small temple, where there is just one
monk living there, so it will be cheaper.” That’s what they
did.
The next day, they went to a mountain and found a
small temple. They told that monk what they wanted. The
monk said, “Alright, since your parents passed away, I can do
a ceremony for you.” The husband immediately asked, “How
much should we pay you?” The master said, “Whatever you
wish. Just put whatever amount you want in the donation
box.” The wife quickly said, “How about just one dollar?” The
monk said, “Okay, as you wish.” But the husband was very
unhappy and told his wife, “Why didn’t you say 50 cents?”
The monk said, “When we do the ceremony, since they are
your parents, it will be easy for you to contemplate that they
are here beside you, so they can benefit from this Dharma
assembly. Can you do that?” “Yes, we can.” Then they followed
the Dharma Master to recite the Amitabha Sutra and Amitabha
Buddha’s holy name. However, the husband could not forget
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ݺᓮࠐ܃ئ׀ݺऱΔլਢࠡהԳऱΖωऄ
ஃᎅΚψפނ܃ᐚՕ୮ΔթפڶޓᐚΖωՁ֛
ᎅΚψڶΔڶΔՕ୮ຟ։ऱᇩΔ߷ݺऱئ׀
౨։֟ޓԱΖ৻ᏖՕ୮ຟᄎԫᑌࡋΛωऄஃ
ᇿהᇞᤩᎅΚψຍਢᇿរᗉԫᑌΔԫᗉរᆄᗉΔ
ࠐऱᗉ٠ॽլᄎ྇֟ΖωՁ֛༉ਢլઌॾΔᎅΚψ
լ۩Δլ۩Δݺᝫਢᤚಱٻئ׀ݺ༉ړԱΖω
߷ଡऄஃᎅΔψլ۩Δլ۩Δԫࡳಱٻڶൣฒ
سΖω່৵Ձ֛ᎅΚψܣړΔಱٻڶൣฒױس
אΔ܀ਢݺሶᕻᔣࡺΔլಱٻהଚΔڂהଚ
ೢݺऱֽ࣠ΔᝫլࢭᎁΜωऄஃլהΔᝫਢᤉᥛ
࢚Δψᣋפڼאᐚಱٻԫ֊ၴऄڶൣΖω
ຍଡՁ֛༉ኙ֜֜הᎅΚψஞࠐΔஞնߡመ
ࠐΔຍਢݺଚऱئ׀Δئ׀܃ՈڇڶփΔࢬאΔݺ
ଚԫԳԫתΖנݺնߡΔנ܃նߡΖω֜֜༉ב
ԱնߡՁ֛ΖՁ֛༉ஞထຍԫցᙒѧѧࠟଡնߡ
ࠩפᐚᒣװΔ܀ਢࠀࠟނڶଡնߡຟهՀװΔה
هԱԫଡնߡΔۖ۞הաऱ߷ଡնߡᙒΔᝫఎڇ
֫㠪ΔהऱߏࢪᙒԱΔຍਢৰڍՁ֛ऱఽയΔլ
౨ᨃ֜֜वሐऱΖ
൷ထהଚ༉ڃ୮ԱΖรԲ֚ԫڰΔהଚࠟଡ
ᝫݩڇՂΔડྥڶԳ॰Δ֜֜༉װᚨ॰ΖԫΔ
ਤ֚ऄᄎऱ߷ۯऄஃڇ॰ՑΔ༉ኙऄஃᎅΚψ൞
ڶչᏖࠃ߷Ꮦڰ༉ࠐԱΛωऄஃᎅΚψݺߠߠ܃
ऱՁ֛Ζω߷֜֜ᎅΚψऄஃᓮԫՀΔݺၞװຏ
ԫᜢΖωהՁ֛ᝫڇጕณឲᣲխΔ֜֜ᎅΚψਤ
֚߷ۯऄஃࠐΔ܃ބΖωՁ್֛ՂᚕᙌԱΔਢ
լਢݺٻ߷նߡΛնߡᙒݺᝫΔ್ՂᎅΚψ
ᇿהᝑΔᎅݺՁ֛سڇإఐΔऄߠהΔᓮՀڻ٦
ࠐΖω֜֜ৰ࡛ࢡΔՁ֛৻ᏖຍᏖࢢຍۯऄஃΛ༉
װኙऄஃᎅΚψऄஃΔኙլದΔݺ୮Ձ֛ߪ᧯լင
ࣚΔᙄऄߠ൞Δᅀ൞Հڻ٦ࠐΜωऄஃᎅΚ
ψ᧯ߪהլړΔߪ᧯լړΔݺߠהΔݺᚥ࢚ה
ᆖΔᚥה߀ઙ壂Ζω֜֜ᎅΚψ߷ᓮԫՀΔݺ
٦ᇿהᝑԫᜢΖωڔ༉ᇿՁ֛ᎅΚψऄஃᦫࠩس܃
ఐΔԫࡳၞࠐᇿ܃߀ઙ壂Δ৻ᏖᙄΛωՁ֛
ᎅΚψ܃ᇿהᝑΔڽݺΜڽԱΔᝫڶչᏖړ߀
ઙ壂ऱΜຍᑌᇿהᝑ༉ړԱΔה܃᎔ߨݶΖω֜
֜ৰ࡛ࢡΔຍᏖࢢຍۯऄஃიչᏖΖ༉װኙऄஃڕ
ڼᝑΖऄஃᎅΚψڽΔڽΔޓݺၞװᇿה၌
৫Δຍଡᖲᄎ৻౨࣋ඵࡋΛωլጥ֜֜৻ᑌΔ༉ၒ
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about the 50 cents.
After they finished the ceremonies, the Dharma Master
started to do the transference of merit. He said, “May the merit
and virtue from this Dharma assembly be dedicated to all living
beings.” The husband immediately jumped up and said, “What
did you say? I asked you to do it just for my parents, not for
everyone. If everyone has a share, how much can my parents
get?” The Dharma Master explained, “No, that’s now how it
works. It is just as how the flame from one lamp can light up
a thousand lamps, but the original lamp is still bright.” The
husband said, “No, I cannot do that.” The Dharma Master said,
“This is the tradition; we have to do this.” They argued until
finally, the husband said, “Okay, go ahead, but I can’t really put
my heart in it; I have to exclude my neighbor, who steals my
fruits and never admits it.” They finished the transference of
merit anyway.
The husband told his wife, “Give me 50 cents. Since it is
for both of our parents, you pay half and I’ll pay half.” The wife
gave her husband 50 cents. He took it to the donation box, but
he did not donate two 50 cents. He just donated one 50 cents
and saved his own 50 cents for himself. It was a secret that he
kept from his wife. Both of them went home.
The next day, early in the morning, both of them were
in bed, still in a deep sleep, when someone knocked on the
door. The wife answered the door; it was the Dharma Master
who had done the ceremony for them the day before. She said,
“Venerable One, what can I do for you?” The monk said, “I
want to see your husband.” The wife said, “Yes, Venerable One,
please wait as I go and tell him.” The husband was still in the
bed. When he heard that the monk was there, he woke up right
away and said, “Tell him I got sick and cannot see him. Tell
him to come back next time.” The wife thought it very strange
that her husband was afraid of the monk, but she dutifully
told him, “I’m sorry, but my husband is sick now and unable
to see you. Could you come again next time?” The monk said,
“Oh, since he is sick, I will do a ceremony for him so he can
quickly recover. Please let me go in.” The wife said, “Hold on,
let me tell him again.” She went into the house and said, “The
master insists on seeing you and doing a ceremony for your
quick recovery.” The husband said, “Oh, tell him I passed away
suddenly and there is no need for a quick recovery.” The wife
told the monk, and the monk said, “He passed away? Then I
certainly have to do a ceremony for him and transfer the merit
so that he can be reborn in the Pure Land. Let me go in.” Then
he went into the house directly.
When the husband heard that the monk was on his way,
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ၞװԱΖ
ຍଡՁ֛ડྥᦫࠩऄஃൎ۩ၞࠐΔৰጹ്Δ
᎔ނݶ።۞ڇաऱᜭՂᇘڽΖऄஃၞࠐ༉ஞದ
ֵູΔၲࡨ࢚π۵ᎅॳᚦॲᆖρΔψڕਢݺፊΔԫ
ழΔ۵ڇॐᓡഏవᖫࡰᗑႼ//////ᦟॾ࠹Δ
܂៖ۖװωΔ൷ထ࢚ψতྤॳᚦॲ۵ωΖ࢚Աࠟ
ଡ՛ழΔ߷֜֜Ոᇿထ࢚Δࠟଡ՛ழ৵Δ֜֜լ
լᎅΚψऄஃΔജԱܣΜբᆖࠟଡ՛ழԱΖωऄஃ
ᎅΚψլജΔԶଡ՛ழթጩΖהऱ壀ᢝᠦ
ၲԱΔݺթ౨ߨΖωຍଡՁ֛ڰඣದࠐΔ༕ࢬຟᝫ
ՂΔ።Աࠟଡ՛ழΔڇ㠪૿ࡅܮլႉዃΔ
ۀຟੌࠐנԱΔᝫᇘڽΖ֨უΚψᝫڶքଡ՛
ழΔݺటऱਢ࠹լԱԱΜωຍழଢΔהటऱၲࡨ࢚
ॳᚦॲ۵ԱΔψॳᚦॲ۵ΜݶរඑඑݺΖॳᚦॲ
۵//////ωהటऱৰᇨ֨چၲࡨ࢚ॳᚦॲ۵Ζ
࢚ԱԫழၴΔᕮΜ؆૿৻ᏖڶᜢଃԱΔה
ડྥ࿇ԫׂ٠ࣔΔ֨㠪უΔψ৻ᏖᄎຍଡᑌΛ
ຍଡ።ڇᜭՂΔᚨਢԫׂዪ႕ऱΔ৻Ꮦᄎנ
ԫׂ٠ࣔΛਢլਢݺ୮ထ־ԱΛהଚࠟଡၒൾԱΖ
ఎݺԫଡԳڇຍ㠪Μω᎔ނݶஞՀԫΔה
ࠩչᏖԱΛ
הࠩॳᚦॲ۵༉ڇณছΔ֜֜הᇨ֨چሄਈ
߷ڇ㠪࢚ॳᚦॲ۵Ζॳᚦॲ۵᠏መࠐኙהᎅΚψ܃
ຍᏖᇨ֨ݺ࢚ࠐچΔݺڇ༉ֱ۫ࠩ܃ᄕᑗἑՒ
װΖωຍᇨ֨ტ೯۵ԱΜݺଚ࢚۵Δ৻Ꮦࠩߠڶ
۵ࡋΛ࢚ڂ۵ڶቝהຍᏖᇨ֨Ζ܃वሐ߷ଡՁ֛
৻ᏖᎅΛהᎅΚψړΔݺᇿߨ܃ΖωᝫਢᎅΚψᓮ
ԫՀΔᨃװݺՂԫՀ༕ࢬΖω࣠הᎅΚψॳᚦ
ॲ۵Δᓮ܃լᇿݺ߷؆նߡᙒ༉ړԱΖω
܃ᄎᤚৰړూΖࠡኔݺଚՕຝ։ழၴΔ༉ቝ
ຍଡՁ֛ԫᑌΔՈചထݺଚऱնߡᙒΔչᏖਢݺଚ
ऱնߡᙒࡋΛݺऱࡠΕݺऱՁ֛ΕݺऱΕݺ
ऱ߫ΕݺऱࢪΕݺऱټᥩΕݺऱᎬ۩ཱིژΕݺ
ऱ֒ᔢΕݺऱࣨ۔ΕࢨृݺಘቧऱԳΔຟਢݺଚऱ
նߡᙒΔڂݺଚຟ࣋լՀΔࢬאΔ༉ఎڇຍଡଢ଼
ധΖ
չᏖ࣋լՀຍࠄࣟ۫Δਢڂݺଚ
ڶৰൎऱᣋԺΔࢬᘯψॾᣋ۩ωΖݺଚຟ㦠ڶᣋޣ
سΔݺଚຟᣋຍࠄࢪΕΕࡠΕߊ֖ࣛΕՖ
֖ࣛΕՠ܂ຍࠄࠃൣႉܓΔࢬאലࠐݺଚ༉٦ࠐ
ຍଡଢ଼ധΖ
۞⼘墿ՕஃπॳᚦॲᆖᇞρᎅψسፖܡΔ

he was very nervous and quickly covered his head with the
bedsheet and pretended to be dead. After the monk came,
he compassionately took out his wooden fish and started to
recite the Amitabha Sutra, “Thus I have heard, At one time
the Buddha dwelt at Shravasti, in the Jeta Grove…” After he
finished, he started to recite Amitabha Buddha’s holy name for
one hour, then two hours. The wife had to follow along because
her husband had passed away, and she had to do the same thing.
After two hours, she felt very tired, and said, “Master, two
hours of recitation is enough. You are very compassionate and
may leave now.” The monk said, “No, no, I have to recite for
at least eight hours to make sure his consciousness completely
leaves.”
The husband under the bedsheet heard that they would
continue reciting for another six hours. He thought, “Amitabha
Buddha, I am sweating and haven’t gone to the restroom, and
I have to suffer for another six hours. I am going to die!” He
sincerely started to recite Amitabha’s name, “Save me, Amitabha
Buddha, quickly!”
After a while, he suddenly found that there was no sound
of recitation anymore and saw a light in front of him. Because
his face was covered by the bedsheet, it was dark there. He
thought, “What’s happening? Did my house catch on fire? Did
those two run away and leave me here?” He was so nervous that
he got out from under the bedsheet. What did he see?
He saw Amitabha Buddha right in front of him, and
his wife kneeling down before Amitabha Buddha, reciting.
Amitabha Buddha turned around and said to him, “Since
you are so sincerely reciting my name, I am going to bring
you to my Western Pure Land.” You see! That is why he saw
Amitabha Buddha and we don’t see him. It’s because we do not
recite Amitabha’s name as sincerely as he did. However, guess
what he said! Did he say, “Okay, I’m ready to go with you,”
or, “Wait, let me go to the toilet first, then I’ll go with you”?
No, he told Amitabha Buddha, “Amitabha, be compassionate,
please do not ask me for another 50 cents!”
Maybe you think this is a joke. However, most of the
time we are just like the husband, who was attached to his 50
cents. That’s why we linger in the Saha world. What is our 50
cents? It is our husband, our children, our cars, our house, our
reputation, our deposit, our promotion, our boss, etc. All these
things are our 50 cents, and we cannot put them down. The
point is that we don’t have a strong vow, a wish to attain rebirth
in the Pure Land.
There is a famous saying from Great Master Ou Yi’s
commentary on the Amitabha Sutra that says: “Whether we
DECEMBER 2008 VAJRA BODHI SEA
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٤ॾ࣍طᣋհྤڶΖωॾᣋڶΔթ౨㴥سΖس
৵ऱۯ܅Δ࢚܃࣍ڇ۵ࡳԺऱՀΕΖڕ
࣠ڶຍଡᣋԺΔਢڶৰൎऱࡳԺΔ܃ᝫਢڇຍ
ଡଢ଼ധΖࢬݺאଚڇٚ۶ऱ۩Δຟլݱ
ಖނຍפᐚಱسޣٻᄕᑗѧѧᣋԫ֊ฒسΔຟ
سᄕᑗΖ
ࢬᘯ۩Δࠀլਢᎅ࢚۵թಱٻΔᝫਢף
ऄᄎΔթאױಱٻΖࠡኔݺଚऱٚ۶ԫរ՛ࠃΔ
༉ቝվ֚ࠐࠩᆄ۵ᆣৄΔࠐᖑᥨሐΔຍ༉ਢԫଡ
۩ΔຍࠄຟאױಱٻऱΖࢨृݺվ֚ൿൿچΔൿ
ൿᆺΔᚥܗᐓࢪΔվ֚ᚥՕ୮ࠐ෪堤Δຍࠄຟ
ਢ۩ΔݺଚຟאױಱٻΖ۩១چᎅΔ༉ਢᇞ
ೈ۞աࢨܑԳऱ࿀ેΔຍਢ۩Δຍ༉פڶᐚԱΖ
߷ຍפᐚΔݺଚլಱٻݺଚऱֆ࿇୶ৰړΔ
ࢨृਢ۞ա९ࡎۍᄣΙಱٻԫ֊ฒسΔຟس
ᄕᑗΖ
ೈԱࠃΔݺଚլ༞Δࢬᘯ壆༞๕
܂ΖչᏖਢ༞ΕլړऱࡋΛլړऱࠃΔ១چᝑΔ
༉ਢᨃ۞աࢨܑԳ࿀ેऱࠃΔຍጟࠃΔ༉༞ࠃΔ
ݺଚ༉լΖຍጟჾԳܓաΔࢨृ႞୭۞աऱլ
ࠃړൣΔݺଚլװΔຍ᥆࣍༞ऱࠃΖࢬᘯ༞ऱ
ַΙऱΖ
פނᐚಱٻԫ֊ऱऄฒسΔլ౨ജቝຍۯ
Ձ֛ԫᑌΔᎅψΔݺլಱٻݺऱಘቧऱବᘣ႘
ΔࢨृݺಘቧऱԳΖωवሐݺଚऱᑅԳΔࢨݺ
ଚಘቧऱࠃढΔݺଚޓಱٻהଚΔݦඨהଚ౨
ജسᄕᑗΖࢨ܃ᄎᎅΔψݺԱᇞԱΔਢլ
ਢהଚڰរڽΛڰរسΛωլਢຍᑌऱΔݺ
ଚݦඨהଚڶڂᒴ౨ജسᄕᑗΖψ߷ݺଚ
ࠩᄕᑗլਢԾߠ૿ԱႯΛω߷ழଢ٦ߠ૿լԫ
ᑌԱΔ߷ழڂᒴޏԱΔՕ୮ຟਢ֖ࣛړΔլᄎ߷ڶ
ᏖڍऱବᐩᄎેΖ
ࢬא១ࠐᝑΔ壆༞๕܂Δฒ࡚۩Ζലຍࠄ
פᐚಱٻऄฒسΔسٵᄕᑗՒΔ༉ਢ۞ࠡ
რΖຍਢ۵ඒऱഗءሐΔՈਢԿᄣ՛ࠝຟवሐΔ
ԮԼౖ۔լऱሐΖݺଚਝྥԱᇞຍଡሐΔ
ጐԺװΔݺଚലࠐԫࡳᄎࠩسᄕᑗຍଡ
࣠ऱΖ
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attain rebirth in the Pure Land depends on our faith and vow,
and the grade of our rebirth in the Western Pure Land depends
on our concentration in reciting the Buddha’s name.” If you
don’t have a strong vow to attain rebirth in the Pure Land, it
doesn’t matter how much concentration you have, you remain
stuck in this Saha world. So that is very important when we
do good deeds, we transfer the merit from those good deeds
to attaining rebirth in the Pure Land with all living beings
together.
What is a good deed? A good deed involves helping others
and yourself to leave suffering. For example, today when you
come here to support the monastery and to recite Buddha’s
name, you help yourself and others to leave suffering. Therefore,
you have great merit and virtue. Not only should you chant the
Buddha’s name and attend the Dharma assembly, you could
also sweep the streets, rake the leaves, or help in the kitchen. If
you do this, you have done a good deed, and you accrue merit.
You can transfer the merit to all living beings, wishing them
to attain rebirth in the Pure Land. It is not just for a personal
benefit, like a promotion, a house, a job, or something else. In
this way, you help living beings. However, you have to stop
doing evil before you can do good deeds. What is evil? Evil
is doing something that causes ourselves and others suffering
or trouble. If we stop doing evil and practice good deeds and
transfer the merit from these good deeds to all living beings,
we can attain rebirth in the Pure Land. This is also to purify
our own minds. Don’t be like the husband, who excluded his
enemies from his transference. The best way to get rid of our
enemies is to transfer merit on behalf of them. This doesn’t
mean we hope they can die quickly; no, it means we hope they
have good conditions to attain rebirth in the Pure Land. You
may say, “Then we will meet again in the Pure Land.” Yes,
however, at that time, we will have good affinities, and we will
be good friends instead of enemies. So that is the basic principle
of Buddhism. Stop doing evil and practice good deeds and
purify our minds. It is really an easy principle, a principle that
even a three-year-old can know, but that a seventy-year-old
elder fails to practice. Now, since we understand this principle,
we should try our best to practice it, and then we will attain the
fruition of being reborn in the Pure Land.

